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ABSTRACT _______----~ 

The nonlinear space charge effcc~ due to the 
nonunif‘orm particle density distribution in bunched 
beam of a linac is discussed in this paper. The for- 
mulae of nonlinear space charge effect are dcrivcd 
for the bunched beam with different density dis- 
tributions, such as Kapchinskij-Vladimirskij, 
waterbag, parabolic and Gauss distribution in both 
of the space charge disk model and space charge cyl- 
Indcr model in the wavcguidc of a linac. 

INTRODUCTION 

In high-current beam for Free Electron Laser 
(FEL) and line:lr accelerator for high-energy phys- 
ics and other applications. the space charge force is 
no longer small compared with the cxtcrnally ap- 
plied focusing I’orces. And the space charge ell’cct is 
assumed to bc one of the fundamental Iactors gov- 
crning the beam dynamics. With regard to the cur- 
rent in surroun 

‘1 
ing structures, many articles have 

been published. t-41 However, most of them 
studied the beam bunch with uniform density distri- 
bulron except the Rcf.[J], in which the general l’or- 
mulae for calculating the spncc charge effect in n 
wavcguidc have been dcrivcd. 

Furthermore, the nonlinear effect of the space 
charge is one of the important reasons that induces 
the emittance growth because of he conversion ot 
licld energy to kinetic energy. P-71 Theoretical 
study and numerical simulation show that the 
nonuniform particle distributions have more 

electrostatic field energy per unit length than that of 
the equivalent uniform beam with the same current 
I, RMS radius, and RMS emittance, So, people 
surmise that this additional field energy is converted 
into particle kinetic and potential energy (and hence 
emittance growth) as the distribution tends to be- 
come more h’omogcneous. This concept h, s been 
already acccptcd by some further studies. [3,93 I-Io 

wever, it should be pointed it out that above results 
concerning the calculation of the space charge field 
energy is baseId on the continue beam in free space. 
Therefore, it is necessary to derive the formulae of 
nonlinear space charge effect for the bunched 
beam with some common space ChaJge distributions 
such as Kapchinskij-Vladimirskij (K-V), waterbag 
(WU), parabolic (PA), and Gauss (GA) distributions 

in both of the space charge disk model and space 
charge cylinder model in the wavcguidc of a linac. 

GENERAL FORPvlULAE _ _ .- 

For the convenience of understanding and ai)- 

plication, here we review the main points Of the 
Ref.[4] in which the general formulae for calculating 
the space charge effect in a wavcguide arc obtained. 

Assuming the space chnrgr bunch model is ccn- 
tral symmetry, we have lhc polcntial induced by lhc 
space charge with uniform density distribution p in a 
cylindrical coordinate system as follows: 

CP ‘i -- j,f”(r,,-;fl.z, /’ 2), (1) 

whcrc b and L / 2 .lrc tl;c ccigcs 01‘ 1hc rnodcl in r and 
z dirccrions, rcspcclivcly. /) IS the potential in- 
JucCd by LhC unit sp:~cC ch:IrgC density and the 

subscript 0 stands lor tlIC unIl’orm density distribu- 
tion. 

Using 11~ Ec~.( I). wc gel 11;~ potcnlial induced 
by the same space charge bunch model, but with 
nonuniform charge dcnsily dislribulion p(r) as 

., 
cp ~:_ J,i ,l(<)?lo(l’-_.’ ;-,i- /’ 2) ,iL 

i. . (2) 
Ji 

Analogously, i’or the SclIllC space Ch:iJ@ bu:lch 

model with the nonuniform charge distribution /‘(7.) 

one finds the Dotential 2s: 

7 L,’ 2 

cp=j - 
,(~)w!;;-.!~.i) ,/;, (3) 

0 

And ,hencc, for the same space charge bunch 
model ivith assuming nonuniform charge density 
distribution p(r,z) = p(r)pf,d we get the potential as 
follows: 

1,): b 

f J’ 
i)(i:L) 

32/o(r,_,; <.i) 
(p z 

3135 

‘f<dC 

9 1 

iJ! 

Therefore, according to the Eqs.(2)--(4), the 
potential induced by the space charge bunch with 
nonuniform charge distribution can be obtained if 
the potential induced by the same space charge 
bunch model but with uniform charge density distri- 
bution is known as the Eq.( 1). 
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Now WC apply the Eqs.(2)--(4) to some com- 
mon space charge modci with diffcrcnt charge dcnsi- 
ty distributions in a linac. 

I. Disk model of space charge 
We ave the pot%iiai<i;niform disk space 

charge as 7 11 

‘PO = pb -1 a J,(k,b)Jo(krr)e-,,i,i 
&oU2 1.1 kfJl(kr a) 9 (5) 

where a is the wavcguide radius and b is the disk ra- 
dius, 1, (k(x) is Bessel function, and kr satisfies 
the equation: Jo(kra) = 0. Now, we discuss 
nonuniform space charge density distribution in the 
disk as follows: 
I) K-V distribution ______~ 

According to the Ref.[5], the charge density in 
real space with the K-V distribution in phase space 
is homogeneous, i.e. 

p=po=-4 
n:b2 ’ 

where q is the tatol charge in the disk. Then, the po- 
tential induced by the K-V distribution is just as the 
expression (5), or can be rewritten as: 

Ji(krbVo(kir)e -k,ir, 
k?J?(kra) (7) 

2) W B distribution __.- ____-.__-.-- 
The charge density in real space 

tribution in phase space is parabolic: 
I 1 h a WU dis- 
r\ 

r1 p=pwe(‘l -@ 

where p WB Can be expressed with the total charge 

(8) 

qaspwe $5. 

Acoording to the Eq.(Z), one yields the poten- 
tial induced by the W 13 distribution as follows : 

~=2,,w,,~~~~k,i)iJ~(kir) _ . ..~~ .--.-. L’ kr /:I 

fy coa2klJftkia) 

(9) 

The disk charge with the W13 distribution be. 
comes to a point charge when the disk radius b -+ 0, 
and hence, the Eq.(Y) becomes to 

which ngv.xs with IIIC pc)lcilti;ll 01‘ ;I poinl ch;lrgc III 
IhC Rcf.[ I]. 

3) PA distribution _-----_ ---. ..-- 
The charge densit), in real space with a PA ii - 

tribution in phase space has the following form : 157 

P=pPA(l -$j$ 

where PP., c:ln bc cxprcsscd with the total charge 

q as pp” = ;b’h . 

According to the l’y.(Z). we obtain the potential 
induced by the PA distribution as follows : 

” Jj(k,h)J,,(k,r) 
(3= 8PP” b __ _-- .-~ f ii Ill 

t;;~obu~kfJ?(k,u) 

24ya- = ~ ~T$!f-!$?~“~~~!e --kIM, (12) 

The disk charge with the PA distribution be- 
comes to a point charge when the disk radius b -+ 0, 
and hence, the Eq.(12) also becomes to the Eq.(lO) 
of the potential for a point charge. 

4) GA distribution ___- -- 
The charge density in real space with a GA dis- . 

;;;;;:nrs\n phase space can be expressed as 

,I -- 
p=ptiAe ha. 

where ‘x2 = <x2 ;s, and C)GA can be expressed 

4 with the total charge q as /?tiA = ___ 
2na’ ’ 

According to the Eq.(2), we get the potential 
induced by the GA distribution as follows: 

cP=IPGA f-?i!t!i@!!~ 
kZz1 .<,- 

,:,cou’k,Ji(kru! 
2-.~e-kflzl 

.:.z -- (I - + .._Jyl($ir) 
$, (k,u)Ji(krc1) 

L’ 
2 TI F ” 2 

klal 
2 e - kl II 

(14) 

The disk charge with the 
comes 10 a point charge when 
, (and hcncc x -+ 0 too), :IIIC~, 

GA distribution bc- 
the disk radius h + 0 
~hcn we have the cx- 

pcctcd point charge potcn[i;ll I’rom the Eq.( 14). 
It should bc pointed out that, WC expanded the 

upper limit b ol’ thr integral into a in the above 
procedure. This is rcasonuble due to the character of 
Gauss distribution of the beam 



2. Cylinder model of space charge 
We 

charge as 
1 yvc the potential of this cylinder space 
11 

= Jdk/b)Jo(kir)shkrL -k,,x, 
~______ 

k;)Jl(kra) 
--y-e 1 

cp3 = 

where b and L are the radius and length of the cylin- 
der, respectively. 

By the procedure analogous to that of deducing 
the above disk model of space charge and taking no- 
tice of the relationship between the charge density p 
and the total charge q in the cylinder model of space 
charge, we obtain the potentials of the space charge 
cylinder with K-V, WB, PA, GA distributions in the 
following: 

I) K-V distribution 
The potentialinduced by the K-V charge densi- 

ty distribution. is just as the expression (I 5), or can 
be rewritten as: 

cp ,,* = 2& L -.-.J- .~ U-~I(krO)Jo(k/r)s,,k!~.e -k,, */ 

,!‘, (k/U) Jf(kra) 2 ’ 1 

ha cp1=- 
o-Jl(krb)Jo(krr) 

mabL [,, I4 (k, a)‘Jf(k, a) (’ - e 

+ > 
~%i*krz), 

<k). I 
(16) 

2) WI3 distribution 
The pote.ntlal induced by the W 13 charge density 

dlstrlbu[ion is 

cp l.2 = IjP2 c --Cl-- E J (k bVo(klr)li,rb& -L;,,., 

moh*L. ,;, (k,o)‘J?(k,a) 2 ’ 

p, =: ;z& ~$~j~-$!$k~(l _ e -“iLCi,k, z), 
/ 

(17) 
3) I’h distribution 

The potential induced by the PA charge density 
dislribu(lon is 
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cp, _ .4Qa’ _ f J3(kr.~:)J’J!~~/! 

mob’l r, 
(k,u)5Jf(k,m, (I -em’?cltk,z), 

L 
(IZ <--I, J 

2 
(18) 

4) GA distributon ~--.---.--(-. 
The potential induced by the GA charge density 

distribution is 

cpl.2 = 
& fA!;!k;~,;?,~, k!j2s,,+iCe -kilzl, 

q’3 = 

(1Y) 

Obviously, the cylinder charge becomes to a 
disk charge when the cylinder length L-0. And 
hence the above potential formulae Eqs.(l6), (17), 
(18) and (19) become to the potentials of Eq.(7), 
Eq.(Y), Eq.(12), and Eq.(l4) of the disk space charge 
density with K-V, WB, PA and GA distributions, 
rcspcctivcly. 

It should be pointed out that all the formulae 
are derived hcrc in the frame of reference moving 
with the space charge bunch in the same velocity. 
However, the motion of the space charge bunch in 
the longitudinal direction can be relativistic in a 
linac. Therefore, the formulae should be trans- 
formed into that in laboratory system according to 
the Rcf.[3]. 
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